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A new link between North and South of the City

A site half way between the harbor
and the cathedral

Site plan view
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Every four years: the Armada comes to Rouen Why a mobile bridge instead of a tunnel
or a fixed bridge ?

Recouvrance Bridge in Brest (France)

NewNew--YorkYork

New York lift bridges
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Design competition: brief

A lift bridge - no rotation, no bascule

Horizontal clearance: 86 meters

Vertical clearance: inner waterways traffic: 7 meters
ocean going vessels: 55 meters

Two independent spans (maintenance) carrying 3 lanes of 
roadway traffic and a walkway in each direction

The towers must fit into the environment

Towers design: the main steps

Towers design: the main steps Towers design: the main steps
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Deck design: the main steps

(4)

Lifting principle and model

Controlling deck movements while lifting « Butterfly » model
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Plan view
Accommodation of skew angle

Ship impact protection: 4 gabions Wind engineering

Site measurements to determine wind characteristics

Section model: stationary coefficients (drag, uplift 
and overturning)

Full bridge model: aeroelastic behavior – vibrations

Design of tuned mass dampers
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Wind engineering: site measurements

Turbulence Intensity

Wind engineering: section model

Influence of upwind deck over downwind deck

Upwind deck

Downwind deck

Wind 
engineering

global model
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Downwind deck excitation
in the wake of upwind deck

Critical wind speed: from 13,6 to 17,8 m/s

Wind engineering : Tuned Mass Dampers

Foundations construction: caissons and gabions Towers construction
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Spans are towed to Rouen Butterflies heavy lifting
450 tons - 80 meters high

1300 tons placed within millimeters Placing the last big piece
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Equipments: deck bearings and guiding device
Equipments 

Rubber hinge at deck to cables connection

Equipments: pulleys blocks:
easy placement and maintenance access

Equipments: winches
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A driver’s perception

First crossing 
by 

the Belem

Thank you
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